AA TRUCK TALK – AA LAMPS & WIRING
By Neil Wilson of Boulder, Colorado
The following is information regarding AA head and tail
lamps and wiring which is unique to the AA (or is specific to
commercial A/AA’s). The subjects covered are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
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Starting February 1929 the coned shaped, Twolite head
lamps were used (2 bulbs – 32/21 cp head light bulb and 3 cp
parking bulb).
These commercial head lamps were identical to the noncommercial, nickel plated head lamps except the lamp cases (i.e.
the buckets) were a black enamel finish shown in figure 1a.
There were five 1931 AA body types which used the
stainless steel non-commercial Twolite head lamps as standard
equipment off the assembly line:

Head lamp designs
Head lamp and horn conduits (non-metallic)
Tail lamp designs
Tail lamp brackets (supports)
Lighting switch designs
AA Tail lamp wiring assemblies (from light switch)
AA Tail lamp wiring extension assembly (AA157)
AA Tail lamp wiring grommet and clips
AA Tail lamp wiring assembly routing
AA Stop light switch operators
Other AA tail lamp parts







270-A Funeral Service
275-A Funeral Coach
280-A Ambulance
285-A DeLuxe Police Patrol
300-A DeLuxe Delivery

For 1927-1929 (and some early 1930) the coned shaped
commercial head lamps were used for the AA. Through
February 1929 the head lamps were the fluted lens style (1 bulb 21/3 candle power). Figure 1a shows this cone shaped, fluted
lens head lamp.

Otherwise, the A-13005-K commercial Twolite, head lamps
were used for ‘30/’31 AA’s. This includes most (but not all)
early to mid 1930 AA’s which used the 1929 cab or panel
delivery body. These commercial head lamps were identical to
the non-commercial, stainless steel head lamps except the lamp
cases (i.e. the buckets) were plain steel with a black enamel
finish. Figure 1b shows a typical ‘30/’31 AA front end setup.

Figure 1a – 1927 AA with A-13004 Head Lamps

Figure 1b – 1930 AA with A-13005-K Head Lamps

1. Head Lamp Designs (no AA head lamp part id’s)

ferrules. I have found one 12/17/30 Ford archive photograph
which shows these non-metallic conduits being used. Two other
12/30 archive photographs show the stainless steel conduits still
being used. Figures 2a and 2b are examples of these parts.
Note that a source for reproductions of these conduits have
not been found yet.

2. Head Lamp and Horn Conduits (non-metallic)
The five 1931 AA body types listed above use the noncommercial stainless steel conduits. Otherwise, per the Judging
Standards, starting August 1930 the head lamp and horn
conduits for AA and A commercial vehicles were a black woven,
non-metallic loom design with stainless steel bushings and
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Figure 2a – NOS A-14578-D Head Lamp Wire Conduit Assembly + Bushing A-14574
Part ID’s and measurements are based on engineering drawings

Figure 2b – Reproduction A-14582-C Horn Wire Conduit Assembly
Part ID’s and measurements are based on engineering drawings

Figure 3b shows a typical setup for an AA frame mounted A13407-C commercial tail lamp (teacup style). This setup
included a separate licenses plate bracket and wire shield.

3. Tail Lamp Designs (no AA tail lamp part id’s)
The five 1931 AA body types listed above (under part 1
“Head Lamp Designs”) were fit with a non-commercial,
stainless steel tail lamp as standard equipment.
All other AA’s were equipped with a commercial tail lamp
(two designs) which had a lamp body that was plain steel with a
black enameled finish.
The initial tail lamp design is commonly called the “drum
tail lamp” in today’s lingo. Ford’s name was “Tail Light and
License Bracket Assembly” and is shown in figure 3a.

Figure 3b – 1930 AA Commercial Tail Lamp (teacup) Setup

Figure 3a – 1928 AA with A-13405-B Tail Lamp (drum)

A few AA’s had the tail lamp mounted on the cab, cargo
body, or the rear door as covered under “Rear Lamp Brackets
(part 4 following). Not shown in figure 3b are the 22” tail and
stop light wires which are a part of the tail lamp assembly.
These wires were covered with 20” long A-14597 conduit as
shown in figure 3c. This conduit was crimped into wire shield
A-13467.
Figure 3c – A-14597 Rear Lamp Wire Conduit
Measurements based on engineering drawing

The second tail lamp design is commonly called the “teacup
tail lamp” in today’s lingo. Ford’s name was “Tail Lamp
Assembly”. Refer to figure 3d on the next page for information
as to the production start date for this tail lamp.
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Based on Ford archive photographs, this bracket was painted
black enamel. Figure 4a2 shows the mounted location.
Mounting hardware is assumed to be:

Figure 3d – AA Vehicle - Drum to Teacup Conversion
Based on current information, the drum to teacup production
conversion has a very gray time period for the AA vehicles. Based on
the following documentation, the production start date has a range of
anywhere between February 1929 to mid 1930.
The Ford Parts Price Lists shows that the commercial teacup tail
lamp is for 1930 and 1931 only. This would apply to both the A
commercial and AA.
The first engineering drawing for the commercial teacup lamp
assembly is dated 8-1-1929. The first engineering drawing for the AA
rear lamp wiring assembly used with the teacup style tail lamp is dated
7-10-1929.
The Judging Standards footnotes (page 18-2) indicate “commercial
vehicles could have either a drum or teacup style rear lamp from
February 1929 through March 1930”. The Judging Standards (page E3) indicates that the teacup tail lamp was introduced for the AA in mid
1930.
Based on my research, I believe that the drum style tail lamp was
used on the AA through 1929. And, that the teacup style tail lamp
started production on the AA in January of 1930.

Bracket to body:
(4) A-20??? – 5/16-24 x 5/8 or 9/16 hex. head bolt
(4) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
(4) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)
Tail lamp to bracket:
(2) A-20705 – 5/16-24 x 5/8 or 9/16 hex. head bolt
(2) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
(2) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)

7 3/4"

1 1/2"

Figure 4a2 – Bracket Mounting Location 88-A Platform

floor cross member #5
12/27-er/28
TT carryover Tail Light Bracket
mounting holes

4. Tail Lamp Brackets (Supports)
To explain the terms “support and bracket” – Ford named
the drum style tail lamp “Tail Light and License Bracket
Assembly” with the name “Tail Light Bracket Support”
assigned to the part which the drum style tail lamp was bolted
to. However, Ford named the teacup style tail lamp “Tail Lamp
Assembly” with the name “Tail Lamp Bracket” assigned to the
part which the teacup style tail lamp was bolted to. Confusing,
but that is the way it was. This article uses the name “bracket”
rather than “support”. The seven tail lamp brackets used on the
AA and covered in this section are listed below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The second body mounted tail lamp bracket for the AA was
AA-13473 (design #1). This black enameled, forged steel
bracket is shown in Figure 4b1 and was also for the drum style
tail lamp.
Figure 4b1 – AA-13473 d1 AA Tail Lamp Bracket #2
Early – Late 1928; with drum style tail lamp

AA Tail Lamp Bracket #1 (TT carryover)
AA-13473 d1 AA Tail Lamp Bracket #2
AA-13473 d2 AA Tail Lamp Bracket #3
A-13470-A d3 AA Tail Lamp Bracket #4
A-13470-B d3 AA Tail Lamp Bracket #5
AA-13470 Rear Lamp Bracket #6
A-13472-B Tail Light Bracket #7

The first tail lamp bracket is shown in figure 4a1. It was for
the drum style tail lamp and was bolted to the 88-A platform.
This stamped steel bracket was a Model “TT” carryover part
(AA part number unknown). It can be seen on 1927 Ford
archive platform AA truck photographs. It would have been
attached to the #3 cross member of the express body if any
express trucks were produced before mid January 1928 –
another unknown.
Figure 4a1 –AA Tail Lamp Bracket #1 (TT carryover)
1927 – mid January 1928?; with drum style tail lamp

Figures 4b2 and 4b3 show body mounting locations. It can
be seen in a Ford archive stake truck photograph as late as
September 1928. Therefore, its usage overlapped with the
subsequent bracket during 1928. If the original platform or
express body had the appropriate mounting holes, then the
assembly line could have installed this bracket providing the
correct wiring assembly was also available. Mounting hardware
is assumed to be:
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Bracket to body:
(3) A-20764 – 5/16-24 x 7/8 hex. head bolt (plain)
(3) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
(3) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)
Tail lamp to bracket:
(2) A-20705 – 5/16-24 x 11/16 hex. head bolt (R.F)
(2) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
(2) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)

For this bracket, the bottom of the AA frame was punched
with a square carriage bolt mounting hole by April/May 1928.
By December 1928 the square hole was changed to a round hole
and three additional holes were punched for the fourth bracket
used on the AA. The combination of four holes is found on all
1929 AA frames observed and made the frame side member
backward compatible for service replacement
This black enameled bracket has been found on a May 1928
AA frame and can be seen in several Ford archive photograph
dated February 1929 (1929 archive photographs after February
have not been found thus far).
So, based on the above, the AA-13473 d2 bracket was used
in production from at least May 1928 through early 1929.
Mounting hardware was as follows:

9"

2"

Figure 4b2 –Bracket Mounting Location 88-A Platform

floor cross member #5
early-mid 1928

Bracket to frame side:
(1) A-21235 – 1/2-20 x 1-5/32 hex. head bolt (plain)
(1) A-21845 – 1/2-20 (7/16 x 3/4) hex. nut (plain)
(1) A-22330 – 1/2 (1/18 x 7/8) lock washer (plain)
Bracket to frame bottom (with square hole):
(1) A-20912 – 3/8-16 x 1 carriage bolt (plain) (maybe 7/8??)
(1) A-21740 – 3/8-16 (9/32 x 11/16) hex. nut (plain)
(1) A-22245 – 3/8 (3/32 x 21/32) lock washer (plain)
Bracket to frame bottom (with round hole):
(1) A-20905 – 3/8-24 x 1 hex. head bolt
(1) A-21741 – 3/8-24 (21/64 x 9/16) hex. nut
(1) A-22248 – 3/8 (1/16 x 11/16) lock washer
Tail lamp to bracket:
(2) A-20705 – 5/16-24 x 11/16 hex. head bolt (R.F)
(2) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
(2) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)

AA-13473 d1 Tail Light Bracket
mounting holes

Figure 4b3 –Bracket Mounting Location 89-A Express

7 11/16"

2"

floor cross sill #3
early-mid 1928

AA-13473 d1 Tail Light Bracket
mounting holes

The fourth tail lamp bracket used on the AA was A-13470-A
d3. It was the last of the brackets used with the drum style tail
lamp (both A and AA). The part id is found on the mounting
pad (frame side). The “A” suffix is eliminated due to mounting
holes. This black enameled, forged steel bracket is shown in
figure 4d.
Based on Ford archive photographs, this bracket likely
started being used in March 1929 and was used until the change
over to the teacup tail lamp. It could have started production as
early as December 1928 based on the presents of appropriate
frame bolt holes.

The third tail lamp bracket for the AA was AA-13473
(design #2). The part id is found on the front side of the
extension arm. This bracket, designed for the drum style tail
lamp, is shown in figure 4c. It is a unique forged steel bracket
with mounting bolt holes for the side and bottom of the frame.
Since the part id was the same as the prior d1 bracket, then the
d1 bracket would have been used up in production and not
offered through service.
Figure 4c– AA-13473 d2 AA Tail Lamp Bracket #3
April/May 1928 – er/29; with drum style tail lamp

Figure 4d– A-13470-A d3 AA Tail Lamp Bracket #4
3/29 on; with drum style tail lamp (maybe a December 1928 production start)

Mounting hardware was:
Bracket to frame:
(3) A-20764 – 5/16-24 x 7/8 hex. head bolt (plain)
(3) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
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(3) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)
Tail lamp to bracket:
(2) A-20705 – 5/16-24 x 11/16 hex. head bolt (R.F)
(2) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
(2) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)

either the figure 4e1bracket or the figure 4g bracket was used.
Figure 4f2 explains these alternate mounting locations.
Figure 4f1 – Ford Service Bulletins (page 498 Sept. 1930)

The fifth tail lamp bracket used on the AA was A-13470-B
design #3 (see Figure 4e1). It was a black enameled, forged steel
bracket for use with the teacup style tail lamp. It was used on
both A and AA commercial vehicles. The part id is found on the
front face (see figure 4e2). In 1932, the id became B-13470.
Refer to section 3, figure 3d for this bracket’s production
start date. The bracket was used with all AA body types except
those AA’s with body mounted teacup style tail lamps.
Figure 4e1– A-13470-B d3 AA Tail Lamp Bracket #5
For start date see figure 3d – Production end; with teacup style tail lamp

Figure 4e2– A-13470-B d3 Part ID
Note: designs #1 & 2 are for drum style tail lamp (coupes and roadster)

Figure 4f2 – Ford Service Bulletins (page 566 – May 1931)

The attachment hardware used was as follows:
Bracket to frame:
(3) A-20764 – 5/16-24 x 7/8 hex. head bolt (plain)
(3) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
(3) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)
Tail lamp to bracket (includes license bracket and wire shield):
(2) A-206??-S1 – 1/4-28 x 7/8” round head screw (B.E. head)
(2) A-22150-S1 – 1/4 (3/32 x 29/64) lock washer (B.E.)

The sixth tail lamp bracket for the AA was AA-13470 (see
figure 4f1). This stamped steel, cab mounted bracket was used
with the teacup style tail lamp for some AA dump-coal-garbage
trucks.
The Ford Parts Price Lists (starting October 20, 1930) shows
that dump body types 200-A, 202-A, 204-A, 206-A, and 208-A
were supplied with this cab mounted setup. Based on Ford
archive photographs, this bracket was used on other
dump/coal/garbage body types as well.
Some dump/coal/garbage bodies had a front panel which was
too high for the cab mount design. And, some states required the
tail lamp to be at the rear of the chassis. For these situations,
5

Note that Figure 4f1 has the following unique AA parts:

4-7/8"
hand written

3/16"

11/32" d.
3 holes






7/8"

4 1/8"

7/8"

9/32" D.
2 holes

3/4"

2 3/8"

3/4"
1 3/16"

Note that Ford archive photographs show that the end-offrame tail lamp bracket was the common alternative mounting
when the cab mounting location was not used.
The seventh tail lamp bracket used on some AA’s as well as
some A’s, was A-13472-B (see figure 4g left side).
This forged steel, black enameled, bracket was for the teacup
style tail lamp. The part id is on one face of the mounting pad.
The following AA’s used this bracket:

9/16" R.

1 7/32"

15/32 R.

*1 Same as A-13406 rear license bracket but with two 1/4" mounting holes added
for the license spacer block bolts (A-20565).
*2 Gumwood or Basswood – 3” x 1” x 1”; black paint (per engineering drawing)
*3 Part listed in vendor catalogs; engineering drawing not found.

2 13/32"

3/16"

45°

11/32 R.

2 3/32"

 AA-13406 Rear License Bracket (1) *1
 AA-13423 Rear License Bracket Spacer Block (1) *2
 AA-13462 Reinforcing Plate (2)*3

21/32"

Figure 4h – AA-13469 – Tail Lamp Bracket #8

Paint - see specifications
18618

1-15-31

Eng. Inf.

Revised

1"
3 3/4"

85-B Panel Delivery (with pre March 1931 AA131 frame)
Some Dump/Coal/Garbage – see figure 4f2
195-A Express
229-A Service

4-1/28"
hand written

5. Lighting Switch Designs (no AA lighting switch part id’s)
The lighting switch assemblies are only shown here since
they are tied to the AA tail lamp wiring assemblies covered in
part 6 following. There were three different assemblies (see
figure 5a, 5b, and 5c). The first assembly was bolted to the lower
end of the steering column. The other two were held to the lower
end of the steering column with a bail. Starting in April 1930
the A-11654-B switch had a 2-1/8” long cover (not shown in
figure 5c).

The right side of figure 4g shows this bracket mounted to the
bottom of the rear cross sill of a 1931 AA 195-A express. Note
the ground strap from the tail lamp bracket to the hinge.
Figure 4g – A-13472-B Tail Light Bracket #7

Figure 5a – A-11653 Lighting Switch Assembly

Figure 5b - A-11654 Lighting Switch Assembly

Bracket to body (85-B, 195-A, 229-A)
Details not known – would vary by body type.
Bracket to frame (dump/coal/garbage):
(2) A-20764 – 5/16-24 x 7/8 hex. head bolt (plain)
(2) A-21702 – 5/16-24 (17/64 x 1/2) hex. nut (R.F.)
(2) A-22217 – 5/16 (1/16 x 37/64) lock washer (R.F.)
Tail lamp to bracket (includes license bracket and wire shield):
(2) A-206??-S1 – 1/4-28 x 7/8” round head screw (B.E. head)
(2) A-22150-S1 – 1/4 (3/32 x 29/64) lock washer (B.E.)

The eighth tail lamp bracket for the AA was made of 3/16”
strap steel. It was mounted on the body cross sill for the police
patrol body types (285-A and 290-A). Figure 4h shows the 1-1531 engineering drawing. Note the two “hand written
dimensions” indicated may have been for a revision. But no
additional information has been found to date. For the finish of
this bracket, the drawing only indicates “Paint – see
specifications”.

Figure 5c – A-11654-B Lighting Switch

Bracket to body cross sill (285-A and 290-A)
(3) A-22750 – 5/16 x 1-1/4 lag screw (plain)
(3) A-22215 – 3/16 (1/8 x 11/32) lock washer (plain)
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was due to the AA-13473 d1 tail lamp bracket (see figure 4b1)
which moved the tail lamp further to the rear.
Figure 6c shows the AA-14405-B d2 stop and tail light
wiring assembly. This drawing is based on an original example
found on an April 1929 AA truck. An engineering drawing has
not been found. This wiring assembly is 4” shorter to the rear of
the stop light wire junction than the d1 version. This shorter
wiring assembly was designed for tail lamp brackets AA-13473
d2 and A-13470-A d3. There brackets moved the tail lamp to
the chassis frame and closer to the front. Figures 4c and 4d show
these two tail lamp brackets. This wiring assembly was used
with either A-11654 lighting switch assembly (see figure 5b) or
the TwoLite design A-11654-B lighting switch assembly (see
figure 5c).
The AA-14405-C wiring assembly was designed for the
teacup style tail lamp. Consequently, the overall length was
shortened since the teacup tail lamp came with 22” stop and tail
light wires. There were two designs for this wiring assembly
(see figures 6d and 6e).
Note that AA-14405-C d1 was drawn 7-10-29 and then
changed to AA-14405-C d2 on 8-30-29 (just about 1-1/2
months). So, it may be that the “d1” version was actually not
used in production.
In March 1931 the 171-5/16” long AA-5005-B frame for the
AA131 was replaced by two frame lengths (AA-5005-B 16913/16” long frame and AA-5005-D 181-5/16” long frame). The
181-5/16” long frame required the longer AA-14405-D stop and
tail light wiring assembly as shown in figure 6f.
For the 315-A Standrive with its dropped center delivery
chassis the AA-13407 rear lamp assembly was used as shown in
figure 6g.
Note that head lamp wiring, tail lamp wiring, and lighting
switch assemblies were each sub-assemblies connected together
to make up a finished lighting switch and wiring assembly
with part ID’s A-11653 or AA-11653 (+ some prefix
depending on sub-assembly combinations). Finished
assemblies were used on the assembly lines. Individual subassemblies were offered through service.

6. AA Tail lamp wiring assemblies (from lighting switch)
The appropriate AA tail lamp wiring assembly to be used
was based on the vehicle assembly date (month/year) and the
following factors:
 Drum style tail lamp – lighting switch and tail lamp bracket being used
 Tea cup style tail lamp – for 1931 the frame length being used

Drawings of the seven different tail lamp wiring assembly
are found in figures 6a-6g following. Note that some of the part
ID’s are followed by a “d1” or “d2” to designate different
designs for the same part ID (this not a Ford designation).
Original engineering drawings are not printable due to usage
restrictions and poor quality. The drawings which follow have
some enhancements to provide additional detail. But the original
information has been retained. Each figure shows the production
time period and usage requirements.
The drawings show the black woven wire cover with a
tracer. The tracer is based on an April 1929 original observed.
The tracer was red (per the engineering drawings and the
original observed) as an AA identification. The A tail lamp
wiring assemblies had a blue tracer (per the Judging Standards).
Note that where the wire assembly drawing is shown as
“L.H.C.” or “L.H.D.” (i.e. left hand control/drive), there were
corresponding AAF chassis assemblies for right hand
control/drive. These are not covered in this article. Wiring
assemblies AA-14405-C d2 and AA-14405-D were used on both
the AA and AAF chassis.
Figure 6a shows the initial AA wiring assembly. The overall
length was 167-1/2” and was used with the TT carryover bracket
shown previously in Figure 4a. It was 125” from the stop light
switch junction to the rear. This wiring assembly used the first
light switch assembly (A-11653) as shown in figure 5a.
Figure 6b shows the AA-14405-B d1a & d1b stop and tail
light wiring assembly. The overall length was 170-1/2”. It was
3” longer from the stop light switch junction to the rear. This

Figure 6a - AA-14405 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assembly L.H.C.
1927 – er/1928 (based on 1-16-28 engineering drawing)
3

Strip

AA-14405 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assy. L.H.D.
1

Solder

With TT carryover Tail Lamp Bracket

A-14464

¼
Connections for
A-13408 Stop Light
Switch Assembly

5213
Eng. Inf.

11-28-27
Revised

5980

12-21-27

6579

1-16-28

2
1
Connections for A-11653
Lighting Switch Assembly

1

Connections for A-13405-B
Tail Lamp Assembly
(commercial drum style)

16

2
40 1/2

124

A-14461

1
3
2

Solder
Glazed Cotton
Black with Red Tracer
2

Strip
¼

1 Lighting Switch to Stop Light Switch – Green - #16 GA

Length 59-1/2

2 Lighting Switch to Tail Light – Black - #16 GA

Length 167-1/2

3 Lighting Switch to Stop Light – Green - #16 GA

Length 143
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Figure 6b - AA-14405-B d1a & d1b Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assembly L.H.C.
d1a used er/1928 (based on example February1928 truck); d1b used 1928 (based on 2-27-28 engineering drawing)
Strip

AA-14405-B d1 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assy. L.H.D.
d1a - with Lighting Switch A-11653 – (2) bullet connectors

Solder

1

3

5213 11-28-27

A-14464

Eng. Inf.

¼
Connections for
A-13408 Stop Light
Switch Assembly

d1b - with Lighting Switch A-11654 – (1) flag connector

With Tail Lamp Bracket AA-13473 d1
2

Except with fender lamps & Japan tail light

Revised

5980

12-21-27

6579

1-16-28

7446

2-27-28

1
d1b
Connections for A-11654
Lighting Switch Assembly
1

1 1/2

5/32

Connections for A-13405-B
Tail Lamp Assembly
(commercial drum style)

16
41

1
A-14461

127

Strip

3
Solder

2

d1a
Use (2) A-14461 connectors with
A-11653 Lighting Switch Assembly

Solder

Glazed Cotton
Black with Red Tracer

¼
Strip

2
A-14474

1 Lighting Switch to Stop Light Switch – Green - #16 GA

Length 59-1/2

2 Lighting Switch to Tail Light – Black - #16 GA

Length 170-1/2

3 Lighting Switch to Stop Light – Green - #16 GA

Length 146

Figure 6c - AA-14405-B d2 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assembly L.H.C.
April 1928 to late 1929 (based on original example)
AA-14405-B d2 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assy. L.H.D.
Strip
1
With Tail Lamp Brackets:
¼
Solder
AA-13473 d2 or A-13470 d3

3

A-14464
Connections for
A-13408 Stop Light
Switch Assembly

Except with fender lamps & Japan tail light

2
1
Connections for A-11654 or A-11654-B
Lighting Switch Assemblies

1

1 1/2

5/32

Connections for A-13405-B
Tail Lamp Assembly
(commercial drum style)

16
41

1
A-14461

123

Strip

3
2

Solder
Solder

Glazed Cotton
Black with Red Tracer

¼
Strip

2
A-14474

1 Lighting Switch to Stop Light Switch – Green - #16 GA

Length 59-1/2

2 Lighting Switch to Tail Light – Black - #16 GA

Length 166-1/2

3 Lighting Switch to Stop Light – Green - #16 GA

Length 142

Figure 6d - AA-14405-C d1 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assembly L.H.D.
August - September 1929 (based on 7-10-29 engineering drawing – 1st drawing)
Strip

AA-14405-C d1 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assy. L.H.D.
Solder

With Tail Lamp Bracket A-13470-B d3

1

3

11109 7-10-29

A-14464

Eng. Inf.

Revised

¼
Connections for
A-13408 Stop Light
Switch Assembly

Except with fender lamps & Japan tail light

2
1 3/8
Connections for A-11654-B
Lighting Switch Assembly

1
5/32

Connections for A-13407-C
Tail Lamp Assembly
(commercial teacup style)

16

1 1/2
41

1
A-14461

100

Strip

3
2

Solder
Glazed Cotton
Black with Red Tracer
2
A-14474

1 Lighting Switch to Stop Light Switch – Green - #16 GA

Length 59-7/8

2 Lighting Switch to Tail Light – Black - #16 GA

Length 143-1/2

3 Lighting Switch to Stop Light – Green - #16 GA

Length 119
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Solder

¼
Strip

Figure 6e - AA-14405-C d2 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assembly
September 1929 – Production end (based on 8-30-29 through 5-24-30 engineering. drawings)
Strip

AA-14405-C d2 Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assembly
Solder

With Frames:
AA131 - AA-5005-B 171-5/16" or 169-13/16"
AA157 - AA-5006 or AA-5008

1

3

16-3/8
16-5/8

1-1/2
1-5/8

Revised

13485

8-30-29

14129

10-4-29

16029

4-3-30

16553

5-24-30

AA131 connections for teacup style tail lamp
AA157 connections for AA-14423 Tail Lamp
Extension Wire Assembly

16-7/8
17-1/8

41
41-1/2

1/4

Eng. Inf.

Connections for
A-13408-B Stop Light
Switch Assembly

Connections for A-11654-B
Lighting Switch Assembly

1

11109 7-10-29

A-14464

¼

1
1-1/8

97-1/2
98-1/2

A-14461-B

Strip

3
2

Solder
Solder

Glazed Cotton
Black with Red Tracer

¼
Strip

2
A-14474

1 Lighting Switch to Stop Light Switch – Green - #16 GA

Length 59

2 Lighting Switch to Tail Light – Black - #16 GA

Length 141-1/2 Use wire M-1888

Use wire M-1890

3 Lighting Switch to Stop Light – Green - #16 GA

Length 116

Two A-14487 connectors (for tail lamp
wires) to be furnished with this assy.

Use wire M-1890

Figure 6f - AA-14405-D Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assembly
March 1931 – Production end (based on 3-11-31 engineering. drawings)
AA-14405-D Stop & Tail Light Wiring Assembly
With Frame:
AA131 - AA-5005-D 181 5/16"

1

Solder

3

Connections for
A-13408-B Stop Light
Switch Assembly

19????

3-11-31

Eng. Inf.

Revised

A-14463

Connections for A-11654-B
Lighting Switch Assembly

16-3/8
16-5/8

1-1/2
1

16-7/8
17-1/8

AA131 connections for teacup style
Tail Lamp Assembly

1-5/8
41
41-1/2

1/4

107-1/2
108-1/2

Strip

1
1-1/8
A-14461-B
3
2

Solder
Solder

Glazed Cotton
Black with Red Tracer

¼
Strip

2
A-14474

1 Lighting Switch to Stop Light Switch – Green - #16 GA

Length 59

2 Lighting Switch to Tail Light – Black - #16 GA

Length 151-1/2 Use wire M-1888

Use wire M-1890

3 Lighting Switch to Stop Light – Green - #16 GA

Length 126

Use wire M-1890

Two A-14487 connectors (for tail lamp
wires) to be furnished with this assy.

Figure 6g - AA-13407 Tail Lamp Wiring Assembly
March 1931 – Production end (based on 3-11-31 engineering. drawings)
Strip

AA-13407 Rear Lamp Wiring Assembly
With Dropped Center Delivery Chassis

Solder

1

Strip
¼

3

3

4
¼

Connections for
Stop Light Series
Switch terminals

A-14464
Solder

19805
Eng. Inf.

6-8-31
Revised

Connections for
A-13408-B Stop Light
Switch Assembly

Connections for A-11654-B
Lighting Switch Assembly
8
8-1/2
1-1/2
1-5/8

1
1/4

8
8-1/2

Connections for teacup
style tail lamp wires

Glazed Cotton
Black with Red Tracer

1
1-1/8
A-14461-B

Strip

4
2

Solder

33
33-1/2

38
38-1/2

68
68-1/2
Solder

2
A-14474

1 Lighting Switch to Stop Light Series Switch – Green - #16 GA

Length 42-1/2

2 Lighting Switch to Tail Light – Black - #16 GA

Length 141-1/2 Use wire M-1888

3 Lighting Series Switch to Stop Light Switch – Green - #16 GA

Length 54

Use wire M-1890

4 Stop Light Switch to Stop Light – Green - #16 GA

Length 77

Use wire M-1890

9

¼
Strip

Use wire M-1890
Two A-14487 connectors (for tail lamp
wires) to be furnished with this assy.

was used along with 36” long AA-14423 rear lamp extension
wire assembly as shown in figure 7. Note that there was no red
tracer specified for the woven cover of this assembly.

7. Tail lamp wiring extension assembly (AA157)
Production of the AA157 started about May of 1930. The
AA-14405-C d2 tail lamp wiring assembly shown in figure 6e

Figure 7 - AA-14423 Rear Lamp Extension Wire Assembly
May 1930 – Production end (based on 3-11-31 engineering. drawings)

AA-14423 Rear Lamp Extension Wire assembly
With Frame AA157 - AA-5006 or AA-5008

Connections for AA-14405-C d2
Stop & Tail Lamp Wiring Assembly
1
1-1/8

14486

5-16-30

Eng. Inf.

Revised

18618

1-19-31

19018

3-11-31

Connections for teacup style
tail lamp wiring
1
1-1/8

33-3/4
34-1/4

1

1

A-14487

A-14461-B
2
A-14461-B

Black Glazed Cotton
Tightly Woven

2
Solder

1 Wire #1 Green - #16 GA

Length 36

Use wire M-1890

2 Wire #2 Black - #16 GA

Length 36

Use wire M-1888

¼
Strip
Two A-14487 connectors (for tail lamp
wires) to be furnished with this assy.

Clips were used to hold the tail lamp wiring assembly to the
frame side member (lower inside flange) and to the drum style
tail lamp bracket. There were three different clips used which
are shown in figure 8b and figure 8c.

8. AA Tail Lamp Wiring Grommet and Clips
For the drum style tail lamp, the AA tail lamp wiring
assembly (from the light switch) was connected directly into the
tail light socket of the drum tail lamp. Figure 8a is the
engineering drawing information for grommet AA-14586 used
to protect the wire assembly through the frame. This grommet
was installed in the second hole from the rear of the frame
(33/64” diameter) and was used with a drum style tail lamp
only. The early express truck with an under body mounted tail
lamp did not use this grommet since the wire assembly did not
pass through the frame. A source for this grommet has not
been found yet.

 A-14585 – Tail light wire clip – wire assembly to frame
 A-14595 – Tail light wire clip – wire assembly to drum style tail lamp bracket
 A-14565 – Rear lamp wire clip – teacup wire conduit to frame

Figure 8b – Tail Lamp Wire Assembly Clips
Clip to frame

Clip to drum style bracket

Figure 8a – AA-14586 Tail-Stop Light Wire Grommet
(based on 4-12-30 engineering drawing)

1/16 R

Figure 8c – Teacup Tail Lamp Wire Conduit to Frame Clip

7/64

Also used as conduit to fender bracket clip (Model A)

7/16
7/32
19/32 D.

3/4 D.

13/32 D. hole

Note: the above three clips are sold by various vendors.
For the cab mounted teacup tail lamp there were two clips
used to attach the wiring assembly to the cab (see figure 4f1 for
clip locations). These clips are shown in figures 8d1 and 8d2. A
source for these clips has not been found yet.
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Figure 8d1 – A-14588 Conduit to Lock Pillar Clip (upper)

Figure 9a –Rear Lamp Wire Routing (along frame)

Uses A-22613-S1 – #9 x 5/8 round head screw (black paint)

Figure 8d2 – A-14592 Wiring Assembly to Lock Pillar Clip (lower)

9. Tail Lamp Wiring Assembly Routing
There was likely an additional wire clip used 5-6” ahead of
where the drum style tail lamp wiring assembly passed through
the frame. For the wiring assembly used with the teacup style
tail lamp, there was likely a wire clip used 2-3” before the
connection of the wires extending back from the tail lamp.
In addition, for the teacup style tail lamp wiring conduit,
there was one A-14565 special wire clip (see figure 8c) used to
hold the forward end of the conduit to the inside lower flange of
the frame.
Most 1928 through mid 1929 AA’s had wooden and/or riveton frame spacers. These spacers had gaps which allowed the tail
lamp wiring assembly to remain along the frame’s inside lower
flange and eliminated the need for using additional wire clips
between frame cross members. Other AA’s used additional A14585 wire clips to hold the wire assembly to the frame. There
would be lots of variation possible due to the various frame
lengths.

The following describes tail lamp wire assembly routing and
wire clip usage based on observations (by me and others). The
routing of wire through the side of the frame is based on Ford
archive AA truck photographs. Sorry, no Ford documentation is
available currently. Figures 8a, 8b and 8c show details of the
grommet and wire clips referenced below.
From the lighting switch, the wiring assembly was looped
under the left engine rear support to the frame side member
(inside lower flange). The wire assembly was held by two A14585 wire clips (see figure 8b) located at 4-5” and 24-27”
behind the rear face of the engine rear support. The wiring was
routed between these two clips as follows:
 1928 AA’s with a three piece brake cross shaft – wiring remained
along the frame inside lower flange passing under the A-2478
brake cross shaft bracket (which bolted to a bracket on the frame).
 1928/1929 AA’s with a solid brake cross shaft – wiring routed over
the A-2478-B brake cross shaft bracket (which bolted to the frame
lower flange).
 1930/1931 AA’s – wiring remained along the frame inside lower
flange since the brake cross shaft was moved to below the frame
and did not interfere with the wire routing.

Figure 9b – Rear Lamp Wire Routing (through frame)
Based on Ford Archive Photographs

The wiring assembly junction to the stop light switch was
located between the first two clips about 1/2" behind the front
face of frame cross member #2 (either the inverted “U” style for
1928 or the flat style for 1929 to production end).
Note about installing new wiring - The junction
location is important. Moving its location alters the
distance remaining to the tail lamp.
If the wire junction is moved to the rear, then there will
be excess wiring to deal with. This may also not leave
enough slack at the lighting switch to allow the switch to
be disconnected easily from the steering column for
service.
If the wire junction is moved to the front, then there
may not be enough remaining wire to reach the tail lamp.
And, there could be problems reaching the stop light switch
properly.

For most AA’s, the wiring was routed through a hole toward
the rear of the frame as shown in figure 9b. Note that the 39/64”
diameter hole used for the teacup style tail lamp conduit was
punched in all five AA frame designs (three AA131 and two
AA157 frames).
The drum style tail lamp with a forged steel tail lamp bracket
(three different styles) used two A-14595 wire clips (see figure
8b) to hold the wiring assembly onto the bracket arm. One such
clip can be seen in figure 3a. The teacup style tail lamp setup

At the second wire clip, the wiring assembly remained along
the inside lower flange of the frame to the rear. For all AA’s the
wiring was routed through gaps in frame cross members 3, 4,
and 5 as shown in figure 9a.
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used an A-13467 wire shield (see figure 3b). The wire conduit
was crimped into the shield.

Operating finger AA-13510, shown in figure 10b (left), was
used in 1929. It was a bronze casting with a clamping bolt/nut to
hold it in place on the brake rod. It had to be slipped onto the
brake rod prior to the installation of the rod adjustable clevis and
check nut.
Operating finger AA-13510-B was designed for the 1930
AA starting in January of that year. This “B” finger design was
stamped steel and installed on the brake rod after the installation
of rod adjustable clevis and check nut. Figure 10b (right) shows
this operating finger. Both operating fingers used the following
hardware:

Routing of stop light switch wires was as follows:
 AA’s with a three speed transmission - wires were routed around
the back side of the battery support to the transmission mounted
stop light switch.
 1929 AA’s with a four speed transmission - the wires can be routed
over the brake to cross shaft rod and then over the top and around
to the bottom side of the switch for connection (the reverse of the
routing shown in figure 9c. This avoids interference with the brake
cross shaft and brake rod.
 1930/1931 AA’s - wires were routed as shown in figure 9c.

A-20579 – 1/4-20 x 3/4 hex. head bolt (plain)
A-21663 – 1/4-20 (3/16 x 1/2) hex. nut (raven)

Figure 10b – Stop Light Switch Operating Fingers

Figure 9c – Stop Light Switch Wiring Routing (‘30/’31 AA)
Ford Service Bulletin – January 1930 page 416
Shows incorrect orientation of switch – terminals should point down!

10. AA Stop Light Switch Operators

Note that the 1929 brake cross shaft was located at the back
side of the #2 frame cross member. The 1930 brake cross shaft
was located at the front side of the #3 frame cross member. This
changed the angle of the brake rod. Consequently, the two
operating fingers were not interchangeable.
The AA-13511 stop light switch chain and clamp assembly
was used in conjunction with the d2 stop light switch. Figure
10c shows this style of operator (used from September 1930 to
production end). The clamp could be attached to the rod after
the installation of rod’s adjustable clevis and check nut. The
forward end of the chain was hooked to the hole in the rear end
of the d2 stop light switch shaft. Mounting hardware was:

For the AA chassis with a four speed transmission (started as
early as September 1929), stop light switch A-13480-B was used
(an A and AA part). It was bolted to the back side of the flat
style AA #2 frame cross member. There were two switch designs
(d1 and d2). Switch d2 started production in September 1930 as
per the JS page 2-11. The d2 switch included a 1/8” extended
shaft with an addition of a chain hook hole. Figure 10a shows a
bottom view of this d2 switch.
Figure 10a – Stop Light Switch A-13480 d2
Starting September 1930

A-20566-S8 – 1/4-20 x 1 hex. head bolt (Zink plate)
A-21663-S2 – 1/4-20 (3/16 x 1/2) hex. nut (raven)

Figure 10c – AA-13511 Switch Chain/Clamp Assembly
September 1930 to Production end

Unlike the A chassis, the AA chassis used a stop light switch
operator which was attached to the brake peddle to cross shaft
rod. Operators were:
 AA-13510 – Stop Light Switch Operating Finger (1929 with 4-speed)
 AA-13510-B – Stop Light Switch Operating Finger (1930 – September)
 AA-13511 – Stop Light Switch Chain and Clamp Assembly (September 1930
to production end)
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 AA-13454 – Rear lamp tapping plate
 AA-13471 – Rear lamp spacer (270-A, 275-A, 280-A, and 300-A
(without tail gate)
 AA-13472 – Rear lamp spacer (only for 300-A with tail gate)
 AA-13606 – Rear lamp stud plate assembly
 AA-13616 – Rear lamp plunger plat assembly
 AA-14539 – Rear lamp wire to door conduit
 A-14567-B – Rear lamp wire grommet (same as for head lamp)

11. Other AA Electrical Parts
The 1931 Ford Parts Price Lists has the following parts
which not covered in this article. These parts are for body types
270-A, 275-A, 280-A, and 300-A. Any one that has detail
information of these parts please let me know.
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